
Snowflake & Pearls

Step 2
In addition to the beaded ball pins (shown on the left), make 2 of the 
smaller beaded pins (shown in the middle) using small snowflake beads 
and pearls in the following order: 1 snowflake, 1 small pearl, 3 snowflakes, 
1 small pearl and 1 snowflake.  Make 1 of the large beaded pins (shown on 
the right) using large snowflake beads and pearls threaded: 1 snowflake, 
1 large pearl, 3 snowflakes, 1 large pearl and 1 snowflake.

Step 3
By connecting these pins, you will create and style your own 
chain. By twisting the loops open (like a jumpring) you can add 
them together and add features using the chain in your kit.
Cut a piece of chain about 2cm long and link it and the bead pins 
together as shown.  Repeat steps 1, 2 & 3 to form a second identical  
chain of beaded pins

To Create:

Materials:
Snowflake Jewellery Kit - gold

Tools: 
Round nose pliers 
Flat or chain nose pliers 
Side cutters
Beading mat   
Ruler or tape measure
Clear nail polish

Step 1: Your Necklace
It is easiest to create all the little sections and charms for your necklace 
at once. We are going to create little beaded balls from the snowflakes.
Take an eye pin and thread 1 small, 3 large and 1 small snowflake bead. 
Bend the pin at 90 degrees directly above the beads and trim to approx. 
1cm. With round nose pliers form a neat loop.  Make 4 more the same.



Step 4
Connect the beaded chains together with an 8cm piece of chain.
This will give you a lovely long a symetric look but you can even this off 
if you would prefer. You can also shorten the length of chain used  or 
play around with the order you connect your pins together to design 
your own finish.

Step 5
Complete the necklace by linking the two other ends of the beaded 
chain together with a piece of chain 30cm long. 
This is an over the head necklace and no need for a clasp. Shorten the 
length of chain and add a clasp if you require a shorter look.

Step 7
Cut a 30cm piece of stretch cord and string three snowflake beads 
followed by pearls and further snowflake beads to form the desired 
length. Make sure you thread your charm and connector too! 

 

Step 6: Your Bracelet
You can easily add a charm to your bracelet to match your necklace. 
Use three large snowflake beads with two smaller snowflakes top and 
bottom on a head pin and loop.  To allow the charm to move freely 
when attached to  your bracelet, make a link from an eye pin to con-
nect it to. 

Step 8
To secure the stretch cord, tie a surgeons knot. To form the 
knot, tie a reef knot first then before tightening pass the end of 
one of the cords through the knot a second time. Add a dab of 
clear nail varnish to the knot. Whilst wet, pull the knot into an 
adjoining pearl. This hides your knot for a perfect finish!  
Leave to dry completely then trim the excess cord close to the 
pearl.  

 Visit our Design Centre on our site for detailed tutorials: www.beadsdirect.co.uk

Step 9: Your Earrings
You also have enough to make a pair of earrings to match & a 
great way to use up extra beads. If you have a specific earring 
desing in  mind, make sure you keep youre materials aside for 
them, or make them first. 


